
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a clinical. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for clinical

Manage the work of project-based resources and the day-to-day interactions
with vendors
Identify and highlight risks and issues within the project and escalate
appropriately
Propose governance structures and processes to drive and manage the
project
The senior CTOM is involved in the scientific conduct of the study and acts as
the leader of operational disciplines to guarantee release of homogeneous
high quality data, in close collaboration with others CSO department
representatives
Capable of interacting effectively with scientists and managers within and
outside CSO SCP
Owning and developing best practice recommendations for current and
emerging terminologies in relation to data mapping specifically around
medications
Supporting client and internal discussions as the knowledge expert for
medications, standard terminologies and nomenclature and how those are
applied within our content
Vendor Management Ensure the process for selecting vendors is completed
appropriately and documented in a vendor selection report per company's
procedural requirements
Ensure vendor is appropriately qualified to perform services and proper
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Ensure vendor re-qualification and risk analyses are conducted on time and
appropriately including arranging visit or remote review

Qualifications for clinical

Minimum of 5 years experience line managing clinical staff is required
Minimum of three recent years (prefer 5 years) of critical care experience
(ICU, CCU, PICU, NICU, ED, etc) with in-depth knowledge of the critical care
environment and clinical applications (interpreting cardiac rhythms and ST-
segments, bedside cardiac monitoring devices and central station monitoring,
invasive lines and pressure monitoring
High level of initiative, accountability and professionalism
Ability to travel overnight for several days at a time is critical to this position
Minimum 10 years related experience in a hospital setting
Bachelor's Degree + 8+ yrs


